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 ===Part I: The ways of our system, an outline, from Bretton Woods to the financial slump of 2008=== ===Part I: The ways of our system, an outline, from Bretton Woods to the financial slump of 2008===
 ====Abstract==== ====Abstract====
−This is the first of a two-part study of a fundamental but neglected truth concerning the nature of money. Pushing alone against the doctrinaire cross-currents of the monetary maelstrom, anarchist reformers have since the 1920s discussed the introduction of time-dated money. The institutional and theoretical issues underpinning this revolutionary innovation, as well as the questions of its workability in the contemporary framework, will be presented in Anarchist Studies 18.1 (2010). The present article prefaces this extraordinarily important chapter of reformist thought by providing a summary historical account of the monetary system in which we live. This is done with a view to casting in relief the intimately dysfunctional and inequitable constitution of the latter and to contemplate how a blueprint for communal reform based on the principle of perishable money may correct such wrongs.+This is the first of a two-part study of a fundamental but neglected truth concerning the nature of money. Pushing alone against the doctrinaire cross-currents of the monetary maelstrom, anarchist reformers have since the [[1920s]] discussed the introduction of time-dated money. The institutional and theoretical issues underpinning this revolutionary innovation, as well as the questions of its workability in the contemporary framework, will be presented in Anarchist Studies 18.1 (2010). The present article prefaces this extraordinarily important chapter of reformist thought by providing a summary historical account of the monetary system in which we live. This is done with a view to casting in relief the intimately dysfunctional and inequitable constitution of the latter and to contemplate how a blueprint for communal reform based on the principle of perishable money may correct such wrongs.
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 Before discussing the challenges associated with the promotion of a tool and a conception as unconventional as time-sensitive money (which is the main subject of Part II), it is appropriate to offer – as this first instalment is designed to do – a chronological sketch of the monetary environment that we inhabit: the system whose institutions we wish to modify. As shall be argued, the picture that offers itself in the west is one characterised by the imbalances engendered by conventional banking at the domestic (national) level – difficulties roughly identical for the economies of all countries which, in the post-second world war era, have become inextricably enmeshed in the tangle of America’s imperial goals. The latter aspect is the specific focus of this essay. Before discussing the challenges associated with the promotion of a tool and a conception as unconventional as time-sensitive money (which is the main subject of Part II), it is appropriate to offer – as this first instalment is designed to do – a chronological sketch of the monetary environment that we inhabit: the system whose institutions we wish to modify. As shall be argued, the picture that offers itself in the west is one characterised by the imbalances engendered by conventional banking at the domestic (national) level – difficulties roughly identical for the economies of all countries which, in the post-second world war era, have become inextricably enmeshed in the tangle of America’s imperial goals. The latter aspect is the specific focus of this essay.
  
−Presently, we have reached a situation of substantial complexity. In its essential traits, however, it amounts roughly to a modernised replica of the late Roman imperial arrangement. What we are lately dealing with is a set-up whereby the imperial centre, having dismantled its manufactures over the course of the past generation, has eventually found itself functioning as the world’s virtual marketplace. It stands willingly as the ‘number one’ globalised market venue of the world, propped by an array of service industries (e.g. commerce and transportation), led in turn by the executive strategies of the financial sector: at the basic operational level, think of the American economy as an expanded, world-wide E-bay store with its associated financial arm, Paypal, deputised to dispatch the money flows accompanying trillion dollars’ worth of transactions (financial and otherwise). The economies of the world are ‘moored’ as it were to the US market by means of the latter’s openness to their exports (China’s above all). The underlying design is subtle: in order to bind the vassal economies of the world to their global emporium, the economic capital of the empire, New York, moves to attract the savings of the world, which are subsequently disposed of to cover the budget and trade deficits. In other words, foreigners are invited to invest in the USA, which employs such capital flows to cover the cost, inter alia, of military expenditures and the (imported) commodities it no longer needs to produce; determined to impede a rapid appreciation of their currencies, the foreign vassals find themselves forced to ‘reinvest’ the dollar proceeds obtained from their export sales to the United States in American securities. Thus, banking on its dollar, which the world hoards as the chief ‘reserve currency,’ the United States has managed to harness to its financial engine the productive apparatuses of the world, which have been locked into the imperial system via the lure of appealing yields on Wall Street and the concomitant ‘concession’ to offer a wide range of goods for sale on the American marketplace. The locomotive of this massively unwholesome construction is Wall Street itself, upon whose creative finance the imperial elite of Washington DC relies in order to set the world caravan in motion. In such a setting – the so-called neo-liberal order (post 1979) – the inflation of speculative bubbles is a functional necessity. Thus far the system has experienced three such five-to-six year speculative cycles: the Volcker/Reagan stock market jolt of the 1980s (1982-87), Greenspan’s historical dot.com boom (1994-2000), and Bush Junior’s subprime mortgage-fest (2002-2007), at whose trough we now find ourselves.+Presently, we have reached a situation of substantial complexity. In its essential traits, however, it amounts roughly to a modernised replica of the late Roman imperial arrangement. What we are lately dealing with is a set-up whereby the imperial centre, having dismantled its manufactures over the course of the past generation, has eventually found itself functioning as the world’s virtual marketplace. It stands willingly as the ‘number one’ globalised market venue of the world, propped by an array of service industries (e.g. commerce and transportation), led in turn by the executive strategies of the financial sector: at the basic operational level, think of the American economy as an expanded, world-wide E-bay store with its associated financial arm, Paypal, deputised to dispatch the money flows accompanying trillion dollars’ worth of transactions (financial and otherwise). The economies of the world are ‘moored’ as it were to the US market by means of the latter’s openness to their exports (China’s above all). The underlying design is subtle: in order to bind the vassal economies of the world to their global emporium, the economic capital of the empire, New York, moves to attract the savings of the world, which are subsequently disposed of to cover the budget and trade deficits. In other words, foreigners are invited to invest in the USA, which employs such capital flows to cover the cost, inter alia, of military expenditures and the (imported) commodities it no longer needs to produce; determined to impede a rapid appreciation of their currencies, the foreign vassals find themselves forced to ‘reinvest’ the dollar proceeds obtained from their export sales to the United States in American securities. Thus, banking on its dollar, which the world hoards as the chief ‘reserve currency,’ the United States has managed to harness to its financial engine the productive apparatuses of the world, which have been locked into the imperial system via the lure of appealing yields on Wall Street and the concomitant ‘concession’ to offer a wide range of goods for sale on the American marketplace. The locomotive of this massively unwholesome construction is Wall Street itself, upon whose creative finance the imperial elite of Washington DC relies in order to set the world caravan in motion. In such a setting – the so-called neo-liberal order (post 1979) – the inflation of speculative bubbles is a functional necessity. Thus far the system has experienced three such five-to-six year speculative cycles: the Volcker/Reagan stock market jolt of the [[1980s]] (1982-87), Greenspan’s historical dot.com boom (1994-2000), and Bush Junior’s subprime mortgage-fest (2002-2007), at whose trough we now find ourselves.
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−Look forward from 2008, its author's forecast that attempts would be made to inflate 'Alternative/unconventional/clean' energy into the next bubble can be seen as precient. As at the close of 2012, those attempts are clearly facing serious headwinds. 
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−|Comment=Part 1 of this extended essay outlines the history of global monetary/financial systems since the end of World War I and their progressive domination by the United States Federal Reserve system. Withour referring specifically to US military expansion throughout the world over the same period (other than to make clear the source of its financing) the essay clarifies (among other things) just why any move by non-WTO countries to conduct trade in currencies other than Dollars, or to construct non-Dollar trading blocks, have been so ruthlessly dealt with by the US and its NATO Allies.  +|comment=Part 1 of this extended essay outlines the history of global monetary/financial systems since the end of World War I and their progressive domination by the United States Federal Reserve system. Withour referring specifically to US military expansion throughout the world over the same period (other than to make clear the source of its financing) the essay clarifies (among other things) just why any move by non-WTO countries to conduct trade in currencies other than Dollars, or to construct non-Dollar trading blocks, have been so ruthlessly dealt with by the US and its NATO Allies.  
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 |Comment=Part 1 of this extended essay outlines the history of global monetary/financial systems since the end of World War I and their progressive domination by the United States Federal Reserve system. Withour referring specifically to US military expansion throughout the world over the same period (other than to make clear the source of its financing) the essay clarifies (among other things) just why any move by non-WTO countries to conduct trade in currencies other than Dollars, or to construct non-Dollar trading blocks, have been so ruthlessly dealt with by the US and its NATO Allies.   |Comment=Part 1 of this extended essay outlines the history of global monetary/financial systems since the end of World War I and their progressive domination by the United States Federal Reserve system. Withour referring specifically to US military expansion throughout the world over the same period (other than to make clear the source of its financing) the essay clarifies (among other things) just why any move by non-WTO countries to conduct trade in currencies other than Dollars, or to construct non-Dollar trading blocks, have been so ruthlessly dealt with by the US and its NATO Allies.  
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